so that we have the classical theorem of Hurwitz. 2 For other values of r, approximations from both sides are permitted, but the errors allowed on the two sides are different; hence the term unsymmetrical approximation. The result here was new, and is so related to Hurwitz's inequality that one side is strengthened and the other weakened.
Notice that the result for r>l is weaker than the result for r<l. For suppose that r> 1, and apply the theorem with r replaced by 1/r to the irrational number -£. In this way, the permissible errors on the right and left are interchanged, and we see that £ has infinitely many approximations A/B satisfying In §2 we state a few known results about continued fractions which we shall need to use, and in § §3-5 we develop the theory that is needed for the last two sections. It may be remarked that §3 is of some interest in itself, since we show there that the best approximations to an irrational number %from either side are convergents to £.
Known results about continued fractions. Besides the convergents
, we shall consider as approximations to £ the secondary convergents
JD n ~ £> n -l However, in case q n+ i = 1 the first reduces to the convergent A n+ i/B n +i 9 and in case <Zn = l the second reduces to the convergent A n _ 2 /jB n -2; in such cases they will not be called secondary convergents. We shall use the notation
to denote the sum of two continued fractions
With this notation,
Besides the classical results that every convergent represents £ with an error less than 1/B 2 , and that every approximation for which the error is less than 1/2B 2, is a convergent, we shall also need the result that every approximation with an error less than 1/B 2 is either a convergent or a secondary convergent.* 3. The best approximations are convergents. A classical result about continued fractions is that the best approximations to an irrational number £ are included among the convergents to the continued fraction representing £. This can be understood in the following sense :
has infinitely many solutions, all of which are convergents to £, if fi is a suitable number) indeed, p may be any constant such that 2g/x^5 1/2 . We shall show that in a somewhat similar sense the best approximations to £ from the right are included among the convergents to £. More precisely, the inequality
has infinitely many solutions, all but a finite number of which are convergents to £, if ix is a suitable number, depending on £. It is shown, in the theorem below, that /x may always be taken as one of the three numbers 1, 4/3, 2. A similar result of course holds also for approximations from the left.
LEMMA 1. Suppose g w +i^2, so that X n ' actually corresponds to a secondary convergent.
PROOF, (a) From X n ' > 1, we find /3 w <a n +2. Hence
Since this expression increases with a n , which is at least 1, we find that X n _i> 4/3. (b) Proof by contradiction. Suppose X n -i^2 and X w +i^2. From the first follows a n <2, and the second gives /3 n+ i<2, and hence
Therefore 1 1 2 14 X n ' = 1 + < 1 + = -• fc-1 a n +l 3 3 3 LEMMA 2. Suppose q n^2 , so thatX n '' actually corresponds to a secondary convergent.
PROOF, (a) From X n " >1, we find a n <Pn+2, hence X n >4/3. (b) Proof by contradiction. Suppose X n^2 and X n -2^2. From the first follows j8 n <2, and the second gives a n -i<2 and hence a n >5/2. Therefore X n " <4/3.
Notice that both lemmas assert that if a secondary convergent gives a good approximation to £, then a convergent can be found (with a nearby subscript) giving an even better approximation to £ from the same side. PROOF. The first inequality has infinitely many solutions. If it has infinitely many solutions which are not convergents, then they must be secondary convergents. Thus by the lemmas, corresponding convergents can be found satisfying the second inequality, which thus has infinitely many solutions. If it has infinitely many solutions which are not convergents, then they are again secondary convergents. Corresponding convergents can be found satisfying the third inequality, which thus has infinitely many solutions, all of which must be convergents. will be of particular interest for our problem. It is clear that
Evaluating these continued fractions, we find that
We noticed in §1 that it is sufficient to prove Segre's theorem for O^rrgl. For these values of r, the error allowed on the right is less than or equal to the error allowed on the left. Now to prove that an inequality of the form Thus £ belongs to the classes (2 X ), (2 2 ), (2i), respectively.
THEOREM. An irrational number £ with lf + (f) sëikf~(£) belongs to at least one of the classes (1*), (l*), (2*), (3*).
PROOF. Because of the lemma, it will be sufficient to consider an irrational number £ with «fen+r-»1, but not belonging to any class (1*), (loo), or (3k), and to show that it belongs to class (2*) for some k.
If lim sup q 2n = <*>, we have M + (£) = oo. Since £ does not belong to the class (l»), we do not have g2n-*°°, and hence M~(£)>1. Thus £ belongs to class (2*) for any sufficiently large k.
It remains to consider the case when lim sup q 2n is finite. Since £ does not belong to any class (1*) or (3 k), we must have lim sup q 2n -lim inf q 2n è 2.
Hence there is an integer k^2, such that
From the first condition alone, it follows that
Making use of the fact that infinitely many partial quotients do not exceed k -1, and that ultimately none exceed k + 1, we also have
The inequalities here are clear, and the equality in the middle may be verified by actual expansion of the continued fractions. Thus £ belongs to class(2fc).
6. Segre's theorem. We shall put Pc = (/c 2 + 4K) 1 / 2 , <r,= 0C 2 + 4K) 1 ' 2 A, even when K is not a positive integer. In particular, p«, = °° and o** = 1.
If we replace r by l//c, Segre's inequality becomes
We are to show that this inequality has infinitely many solutions A /B for each irrational number £ and each K such that 1 ^ K S °°. As noted in §4, for these values of K we need consider only values of £ such that AT + (£) *zM~(%). It is thus sufficient to prove the theorem for each of the classes defined in §5.
For numbers of class (l*), it is clear that (l K ) is satisfied by infinitely many approximations from the right if K < <*>, and by infinitely many approximations from the left if K = oo. For numbers of the other classes, the situation is made clearer by first formulating the following lemmas. The proof of the theorem will therefore be complete. has infinitely many solutions f or each e>0, although <r k >a k . We shall confine our discussion to the inequality (I/), since the proof of (I*") is entirely similar.
To prove the inequality (I* ), we need consider only numbers f for which M + (Ç) ^ Af~(£), as shown in §4. Now (I*) is satisfied by approximations from the right for numbers of classes (ly), (2y), and (3y), ifj>k, since Pj}^pk+i>pk . It is satisfied by approximations from the left for numbers of the classes (ly) and (2y) if j^k t since aj>a h -€ } and for numbers of class (3y) if j<k t since then o-y+i>(r k -e.
It remains only to consider the numbers of class (3^). For these numbers we have M + (Ç)çZpk, and indeed A2n+i>p& has infinitely many solutions, since it is true whenever n is sufficiently large and <Z2n+2 = fe + l. Thus in this case, (I* ) can be satisfied by approximations from the right.
It is easily seen that there are numbers of class (3&) for which M~(£) <<Tk and M + (£) is arbitrarily near to pi. It follows that we cannot replace pi by any larger constant on the right side of the inequality (I* ).
A particularly interesting case of the theorem just proved is obtained by putting k = l: For any c>0, every irrational number £ has infinitely many approximations A /B such that 
